
Road Trip Mini Album 
 

 

 
 

To create this mini album, you’ll need the Let’s Go Creative Kit, Let’s Go Add on Kit, Travel 
Notes Clear Stamps, Travel Tag Bundle Cut File, Travel Bundle Cut File 01, and a variety of 
Pinkfresh Studio Ink. 
 
To start, you’ll need to cut out the Travel Tag Bundle Cut File out of kraft cardstock. The tags 
measure 2 ½” wide. 
 
The first tag you need is the airplane tag. Choose a piece of patterned paper out of the Let’s Go 
6x8 Paper Pad. Trace the tag around the patterned paper. Choose another piece of patterned 
paper from the paper pad and cut out three of each of the arrows from the Travel Bundle Cut 
File 01. Choose another piece of patterned paper out of the paper pad and cut out three of 
each of the circles from the Travel Bundle Cut File 01.  All the hearts and arrows from the cut-



out pins and circles, you will need to set aside. Choose one of the arrows, the arrow from inside 
of the arrow and three of the hearts. Fussy cut two labels from the Come Fly with Me Patterned 
paper. From the 2x2/4x4 Elements patterned paper, fussy cut the van and three flags out. Out 
of the Bits & Pieces, take out the Doc label. Out of the Page Pieces, take out the small arrow 
cluster. Out of the 6x8 Paper Pad, choose a piece of patterned paper and place the Road Trip 
stickers out of the Foam Stickers on the patterned paper. Cut around the words. Distress the 
edges of the tags and labels. Use a black journaling pen to make dashes around the airplane 
tag. Make the holes at the top of each tag. 
 

 
 

Adhere the paper tag to the kraft tag. In the top right corner of the tag, use adhesive and foam 
squares to adhere the pin, one of the labels, two flags and the circle with the star as desired. In 
the bottom left corner of the tag, use adhesive and foam squares to adhere the doc label, a 
flag, the other label, arrow, cluster of x’s and the van as desired. Use adhesive and foam 
squares to adhere the Road trip words to the middle of the tag as desired. In the top left corner 
of the tag, adhere the three hearts as well as three enamel dots as desired. In the bottom right 
corner of the tag, adhere two enamel dots as desired. 

 



 
 

Flip the tag over. Cut a piece of Orange Colorvibe Textured Cardstock that measures 2 ¼” x 3 
¼”. Distress the edges of the cardstock piece. Cut your photo down to 2” x 3”. Choose one of 
the circles. From the Come Fly with Me Paper, fussy cut a label out. Out of the Journal Bits, you 
need the pink label. From the Travel Notes Clear Stamps, you need the date stamp. Apply 
Metropolis Pinkfresh Studio Ink to the stamp and stamp on the left side of the pink label. Using 
a black journaling pen, write the date on the label.  Out of the Page Pieces, you need the orange 
pin, fussy cut the white off. Take out the floral piece from the Bits & Pieces.  

 



 
 

On the top portion of the tag, use adhesive and foam squares to adhere the circle, orange pin 
and adventure label as desired. In the bottom left corner of the tag, adhere the floral piece. 
Adhere your photo to the orange cardstock piece. Use adhesive and foam squares to adhere 
the photo to the middle of the tag as desired. Adhere the pink label slightly underneath the 
photo. 

 

 
 

From the Tags patterned paper, cut out one of the tags. Distress the edges of the tag. From the 
Travel Notes Clear Stamps, you need the Today’s Itinerary stamp. Apply Meadow Pinkfresh 
Studio Ink to the stamp and stamp in the top left side of the journaling side of the tag. Add your 
journaling. 



 
 

Flip the tag over. Out of the Journaling Bits, you need the go see journal piece. Distress the 
edges. Foam square the VW Bug to the middle of the journal piece.  

 

 
 

Adhere the journal piece to the tag. 

 



 
 

Next, you need the Out-of-Town kraft tag. Choose a piece of patterned paper out of the Let’s 
Go 6x8 Paper Pad. Trace the tag around the patterned paper. Distress the edges of the tags. 
Use a black journaling pen to make dashes around the Out-of-Town tag. Make the holes at the 
top of each tag. 
 

 

 
 

Adhere the paper tag to the Out-of-Town tag. Add three enamel dots to the top left side of the 
Out-of-Town. Adhere two enamel dots to the bottom right side of the Out-of-Town. 

 



 
 

Flip the tag over. Cut a piece of Blush Colorvibe Textured Cardstock that measures 2 ½” x 3 ½”. 
Distress the edges of the cardstock piece. Cut your photo down to 2 ¼” x 3 ¼”. Choose another 
cut out pin. From the Come Fly with Me Paper, fussy cut a label out. Out of the Journal Bits, you 
need the plus’s label, cut the label in half. You only need one of the halves.  

 

 
 



Adhere the plus’s tag, the pin, and the label to the middle right side of the tag. Adhere the 
photo to the cardstock piece. Adhere the cardstock piece to the left of the clustered elements 
as desired. 

 

 
 

From the Tags patterned paper, cut out one of the tags. Distress the edges of the tag. From the 
Travel Notes Clear Stamps, you need the Where stamp. Apply Sweet Mustard Pinkfresh Studio 
Ink to the stamp and stamp in the top left side of the journaling side of the tag. Add your 
journaling. 

 



 
 

Flip the tag over and keep it just the way it is. 

 

 
 

The next tag you need is the cutlery tag. Choose a piece of patterned paper out of the Let’s Go 
6x8 Paper Pad. Trace the tag around the patterned paper. You will need an arrow out of the bits 
and pieces you cut out from the arrows. Out of the Bits & Pieces, take out the globe, backpack, 



and flag and then fussy cut around them. Out of the Journal Bits, take out the ledger banner 
and Let’s Go banner. Distress the edges of the tags and labels. Use a black journaling pen to 
make dashes around the cutlery tag. Make the holes at the top of each tag. 
 

 

 
 

Adhere the paper tag to the kraft tag. In the bottom left corner of the tag, use adhesive and 
foam squares to adhere the globe, flag, ledger banner, Let’s Go Banner, arrow, and Backpack as 
desired. In the top left side of the globe, adhere two enamel dots as desired. In the bottom 
right side of the tag, adhere three enamel dots as desired.  
 

 



 
 

Flip the tag over. Cut a piece of Mint Colorvibe Textured Cardstock that measures 2 ½” x 3 ½”. 
Distress the edges of the cardstock piece. Cut your photo down to 2 ¼” x 3 ¼”. Choose another 
cut out arrow. of the Journal Bits, you need the orange label. Out of the Page Pieces, you need 
the small floral bunch. Out of the Bits & Pieces, you need the plus’s cluster and the arrow with a 
heart.   
 

 



 
 

Adhere the orange label and plus’s cluster to the top portion of the tag. Adhere the photo to 
the cardstock piece. Adhere the cardstock piece ¼” from the left of the edge of the tag. Use 
adhesive and foam squares to adhere the heart arrow and floral bunch to the bottom left side 
of the photo.  

 
 



 
 

From the Tags patterned paper, cut out one of the tags. Distress the edges of the tag. From the 
Travel Notes Clear Stamps, you need the Today’s Itinerary stamp. Apply Meadow Pinkfresh 
Studio Ink to the stamp and stamp in the top left side of the journaling side of the tag. Add your 
journaling. 

 
 



 
 

Flip the tag over. Out of the Journaling Bits, you need the document tag piece. Distress the 
edges. Out of the Bits &n Pieces, you need the stacked luggage, fussy cut around them.  

 
 

 
Use adhesive to adhere the documented tag 7/8” from the top and 5/8” from the right 
of the tag. Foam square the stacked luggage to the right of the tag as desired. 



 

 
 

Next, you need the You Are Here kraft tag. Choose a piece of patterned paper out of the Let’s 
Go 6x8 Paper Pad. Trace the tag around the patterned paper. Distress the edges of the tags. 
Use a black journaling pen to make dashes around the Out-of-Town tag. Make the holes at the 
top of each tag. 
 



 
 

Adhere the paper tag to the You Are Here tag. Add three enamel dots to the top left side of the 
You. Adhere two enamel dots to the bottom right side of the tag. 

 
 

 
 

Flip the tag over. Cut a piece of Orange Colorvibe Textured Cardstock that measures 2 ¼” x 3 
¼”. Distress the edges of the cardstock piece. Cut your photo down to 2” x 3”. Choose another 
one of the cut-out circles. From the Come Fly with Me Paper, fussy cut a label out. Out of the 



Journal Bits, you need the mustard label. Out of the Page Pieces, you need the blue pin, fussy 
cut the white off. Take out the floral piece from the Bits & Pieces.  

 
 

 
 

On the top portion of the tag, use adhesive and foam squares to adhere the circle, blue pin and 
enjoy label as desired. In the bottom left corner of the tag, adhere the floral piece. Adhere your 
photo to the orange cardstock piece. Use adhesive and to adhere the photo to the middle of 
the tag as desired. Adhere the mustard label slightly underneath the photo. 

 
 



 
 

From the Tags patterned paper, cut out one of the tags. Distress the edges of the tag. From the 
Travel Notes Clear Stamps, you need the Date stamp. Apply Sparkling Rose Pinkfresh Studio Ink 
to the stamp and stamp in the top left side of the journaling side of the tag. Add your 
journaling. 

 

 



 
Flip the tag over. It will stay exactly the way that it is. 

 

 
 

The next tag you need is the suitcase tag. Choose a piece of patterned paper out of the Let’s Go 
6x8 Paper Pad. Trace the tag around the patterned paper. You will need one of the cut-out pins. 
Out of the Bits & Pieces, take out the camera and floral piece. Out of the Journal Bits, take out 
the ledger banner and mustard tag. From the Come Fly Away with Me Paper, fussy cut a label 
out. You will need three hearts from the leftovers of the cut-out arrows. Distress the edges of 
the tags and labels. Use a black journaling pen to make dashes around the suitcase tag. Make 
the holes at the top of each tag. 
 

 



 
 

Adhere the paper tag to the kraft tag. In the bottom left corner of the tag, use adhesive and 
foam squares to adhere the mustard tag, arrow, both labels, ledger Banner, floral and camera 
as desired. In the top right side of the suitcase image, adhere three enamel dots as desired. 
Choose a word sticker from Cardstock stickers and adhere underneath the camera. Adhere the 
three hearts as desired to the right of the ledger banner. Adhere two enamel dots in the 
bottom left corner of the tag as desired. 
 

 



 
 

Flip the tag over. Cut a piece of Mint Colorvibe Textured Cardstock that measures 2 ¼” x 3 ¼”. 
Distress the edges of the cardstock piece. Cut your photo down to 2” x 3”. Choose another cut 
out arrow. Out of the Journal Bits, you need the plus’s label and ledger banner. Distress the 
edges of the ledger banner. Out of the Page Pieces, you need the pink pin. Take out the Let’s Go 
circle from the Bits & Pieces.  

 



 
 

Adhere the plus’s label, pin, and pink pin to the top portion of the tag. Adhere the ledger 
banner 3/8” from the bottom and all the way to the left-hand side of the tag. Adhere the photo 
to the cardstock piece. Adhere the cardstock piece to the middle of the tag. Use foam squares 
to adhere the Let’s Go circle to the bottom left side of the photo. Adhere three enamel dots to 
the top right side of the pins as desired. 

 



 
 

From the Tags patterned paper, cut out one of the tags. Distress the edges of the tag. From the 
Travel Notes Clear Stamps, you need the Where stamp. Apply Sweet Mustard Pinkfresh Studio 
Ink to the stamp and stamp in the top left side of the journaling side of the tag. Add your 
journaling. 

 



 
 

Flip the tag over. Out of the Bits & Pieces, you need the VW Van and Travel word. 

 
 

 
 

Foam square the VW van to the middle of the tag. Adhere the Travel word to the 
bottom portion of the van. 

 



 
 

The last kraft tag you should be left with is #lovethis. Choose a piece of patterned paper out of 
the Let’s Go 6x8 Paper Pad. Trace the tag around the patterned paper. Distress the edges of the 
tags. Use a black journaling pen to make dashes around the Out-of-Town tag. Make the holes at 
the top of each tag. 
 
 

 

 



Adhere the patterned paper tag to the kraft tag. Adhere three enamel dots to the top left side 
of the tag. Adhere two of the enamel dots to the bottom right corner of the tag. 

 

 
 

Here is the final page of the mini album. 

 

 
 

To finish the mini album, punch a hole at the top of each journaling tag. To hold the mini album 
together, use a jump ring.  
 
Here is the finished Road Trip Mini Album. 



 

 
 
 
 

 


